
We arc not the first to consider thc design of ekctrically operated Lifts; 
nearly a century of development pnades us. As a mult, manufacturers 
now have standard designs available for a a g e  of Lifts already embodying 
the nsults of the examination we are about to perform. But this realization 
does not d u c e  our exercise to one that can be described derogatorily 
as 'academic'. There will be departures from the standard Lift in special 
ciroumstances. New devices will be pressed upon manufacturers by the 
suppliers of components. At any time the lift designer may need to return 
to basic ideas and amongst t h a  an found the needs and desim of the 
USCI. The passenger does not want to wait very long for a Lilt, and would 
like to travel quickly when it does arrive. It seems from this that to provide 
a good smia, lifts need high accckration and speed. We shall sec whether 
mechanics bears this out in such dearcut tcnns. 

In considering the quality of a lift service we must look first, but not 
exclusively, at the worst case. For an office building this will probably be 
first thing in the morning, when most of the occupants of the building 
arrive at the ground floor within a short time span and all expect to travel 
to their place of work on the various Boors. How long will they have to 
wait for a l i i  and how long will their journey take? Mechanics and a little 
mathematics tell us. 

2 Liff kinematics 
The round-trip time for a lift is the time taken for a complete cycle of 
travel. It is taken up by movements of the lift between floors and a number 
of stops while the doors open, passengers enter or leave, and the doors 
close again. It is convenient to regard the round trip as commencing from 
the opening of the doors of an empty lift which has just arrived at the 
ground Aoor. A fairly full load of passengers is taken on and the lift 
ascends to the highest floor desired, delivering people as it goes, then the 
lilt returns non-stop. However, to build up the picture of lift performance 
it is best to analyse the downward movement first, as it is simpler to 
explain in kiicmatic terms. 

During the downward journey the lift car will accelerate to a design speed 
called the 'rated' speed. For the present we assume a constant acceleration 
(but more on this later). The rated speed is the speed the customer spdics  
and pays for, so it is an important feature of the design. On a long enougb 
run the l i i  mcbes this speed, and a sensibk customer checks it with a 
stopwatch before paying the bill. 

If the acceleration is a and the rated spced v, then the time taken to 
accelerate from rest to rated speed is obtained from the equation (Unit 5) 
v = u +at where u is the initial spced (zero here) and v is the speed reached 
as a result of approximately constant acceleration during a time period t, A A  I 

Another equation of kinematics gives the distance travelled during 
constant accebtion. It is S= v2/2a (zero initial speed). In practice the 
magnitudes of the values of accekration and k k r a t i o n  arc approxi- a m  
mately equal, so the time and distance occupied by dcaleration will be 
the same as for the acceleration phase. If the top and bottom floors are a 
distance D apart there will be a distance D - Z(v2/Za) to be travelled at 
rated speed (Figure 3). The time taken to do this will be 

Hence the total time taken for the downward journey will be 

@/v) - (via) + Z(v/a) = (Dlv) + (ula) 

I 
F-c 3 The downward jovrnay 



h an example running through this section of the Unit, I shall consider 
a lift serving eight floors above thc ground kvcl entrance. The floors are 
equally spaced and thc top one is 26.67 m above the ground floor. (Thm 
is a data sheet at the end of the Unit.) The floors arc thus 26.6718 = 3.33 m 
apart.Thevalueoftheratedspeedis 1.5ms-'andthcaccckmtioni~ 
0.9 m S-'. Although the lift will not always need to asand to the highest 
lcvcl I shall consider the case when it does. More on this in a moment. 
The total time for the downward journey of our lift is 

Most of the timt is spent at steady speed (Figure 3), so the precise magni- 
tude of the acceleration has littk e&ct on this phase of lift operation. 
I~utalling a larger drive motor or more powerful brakes will bring little 
benofit by way of reducing the downward journey time. 

Unlike the downward journey, the upward journcy is 'interrupted' by 
stops, as one might nay. More pwpodully, the upward journey a6ords 
passmm the opportunity to alight! Ifsomc stop are closc together then 
the lift may not rcach rated speed between stop. From the analysis of the 
downward journey we can sec that this critical distana is 

d = 2(v2/2a) = 2.5 m 

The floors of our buildings are 3.33 m apart so maximum speed is rcachcd, 
but not for long. 

Clearly it is not w a t ~ v e  to buy a lift in which thc equipment has 
boen designed to run at a certain rated speed, and then find that this speed 
is rarely ussd. On thc 0 t h  hand there will be many joumeys when tull 
speed is rcached. Instabg a more p o w d  motor, stoutas liftiDg cab* 
and stronger structure all mund just to be sure of reaching rated speed 
wen on rush-hour journeys may also be bcnomic .  The judgement is 
one for the customer and the lift manufaaum, but a consideration of the 
mechanics involved givcs a rational bssis for discussion between the par- 
ties, and a common set of parameters for judging resultant performance. 

To return to the upward journey, for a number of stop N (and, thcdore, 
N journeys) on the way up, the time the lift is in motion can be obtained 
from similar analysis to that of the downward journey, which is why we 
analysed it first. Compad with pawing at steady speed, thc time lost in 
d m t i n g  and dcdmting at each stop is Z(v12a) = v/a so the total timc 
is 

D v 
-+N;; v 

To evaluate this we need to know thc number of atom. When a 0 o u ~  of 
pmmgers are traveilin8 up in the lift, we have no &ay of b& ccriaia 
how many stop they will nguirc. We must turn to the mathematics of 
probability to obtain an average value for the number of stop made, 
taken over a large number of trip. Only the rcsult concerns us here 
(Figure 4). This depicts the number of stop c x p b d  to be mode by a lift 
serving eight Boors above ground kvel and leaving then with various 
n u m h  of passmgar Our exampk in this Unit is a lift whose rated 
capacity is sixtan p~sreneera Actually the average occupancy will (for 
reasons we look at later) be only 90% of this, i.e. 14.4 people. From the 
graph the average number of stops expected is 6.9. ~ h i a  graph, and the 

er*-qr*rrcrbrr equation that it represents, apply to a building in which the floors will all 

-4 have equal n u m h  of occupants. Thc method behid all this can, how- 
ever, be developed to cater for the situation where some floors will naive 
more people than others, while some floors, such as the canteen, naive 
few or none first thing in the morning. 



A~aaal~ofprobebil it igcankusaltoplrdictonavsrspchow 
often the lift must curend to the top floor, how often only to the penulti- 
mate one and W o n  This providcs a figure for the ' h g b t  revend floor' 
to be used in plea of the fuU travel D of the lift For our d t a i  this 
would probably be about 7.8 floors, but the difference is negligible for our 
purposes. The d t  of all this is that we can now evaluate the time the 
lift spends in actual movement during the upward journey. 

D v 26.67 1.5 
-+N-=-+6.9x- 
v a 1.5 0.9 

= 17.78+ 11.5 

= 2928 S 

The time spent in acccluntion and decckation is much more important 
here than it was for the downward journey. 

Tothetim@odthattheliftspcsldrinrctualmotiontberemwtbe 
addcdthetimespentatrcst,whenthedoonarcopeniaganddosingand 
the pammgen arc entering and leaving. The doors should open and clone 
as quickly as possible, but tbm are speed limitations imposed by the 
human reaction to a guillotine-like operation of the doors, together with 
the mechanical considerations that fast-moving doors are expensive to 
buy, run and maintain. One safety limit conaming doors is a apcci6cation 
in one of the British Standards for lifts (sec Refcrcna at the end of this 
Unit). This says that the kinetic cslasy dthe car door and of the mscbsn- 
ical ekmmts which arc rigidly comeetd to it (Figure 5) calculated at the 
avcragcdosingspeedshallnotexaed I0J.Uthedoormasaiskcptdown 
so as to rcdua its energy, the door may be too flimsy for reliability to be 
assured. That leavcs us again with an upper limit to velocity. Next, becauac 
the rapidity with which passengers enter and leave is a hmction of door 
width and shape of the lift interior, there are mechanical w~dera t iom 
hen which wuld form a study in themdves, leading to optima for floor 
shapes and door sizes. However, for a pnlimhuy design a standard flgurs 
of 4 seconds is taken for the combined opening and dosing of the doors. 
The number of times the doon operate is o n a  at the ground floor, then 
6.9 times on average, so door opnation taka 

(l +6.9)x4s=31.6 S 

To enter or Le;m a sixteen-pwmga car taka on average 12 seconds per 
~ ~ . U t h e c a r i s i a r g e r t h a n ~ t h e t i m c i o c n s R s ~ ~ ~ -  
.gm take l o w  to r e - m g e  their positions. Again the size of the door 
and the shape of the lift a&ct this. A wide lift with fully opening doon 
would be ideal but more di&ult for ua to mange. The wide floor would 
need extra 8mn.3 st~ctural memben bencatb it; M y  opening doom 
would need to slide dw of the car, and would demand an extra-wide lift 
well, l d i g  to more expense. 

This is perhaps a convenient plaa to mention that to be able to carry a 
artain a m g e  number of passenger& here 14.4, we d a lift having a 
rated (ic. safe) capacity l a m  than this - 16 pawc&gm Although our lift 
is large enoupb and strong enough to take sixteen pcnons, cxpnieoa of 
lift utihtion show that it is likely to take rather fewer peopk cven in 
the peak hour. Supplying a lift system that relic8 on each lift car taking its 
rated capacity has the wnsequena that sometimes there will be menteen 
intending paasagcr8, and one must be left behind - fuming. To exceed 
the rated load of a lift can be dangcrouq as aocidents have shown, so a 
lift rated to carry sixteen passcngcrs (they arc reckoned as having a total 
masa of l200 kg) is not permitted to have a floor aria grtater than 2.8 m'. 
This will make it di5icult for peopk to overtoad the lift, but still not 
i m r n b k .  



Our kinematic analysis has now accumulated enough data to find the 
round-trip time. It is the sum of the following figures: 

Running time - down 19.5 S 

Running time - up 29.3 S 

Door operation 31.6 S 

Pasacngers enter and leave 34.6 s 

Round-trip time 115 S 

It is usual to add 10% to the round-trip time so as to allow for uorc.hcarncd 
dclays. Thc nominal time for a round trip thus bcmmc~l 127 d In 
a period of five minutes the lift can make 236 journeys and can be expected 
to handle 2.36 X 14.4 = 34 people on average in this time. 

Suppose we instd four such l i s  as a group. In five minutes 136 peopk 
can be dealt with. Lifts depart at intervals of 32 scoonds, so on average 
people wait for 16 seconds between their arrival to take the lift and begin- 
ning their asant. Once under way an average journey would take a time 
calculated as follows: 

Half-way up, running time (29.312) 14.7 S 

Door opmtion (6.9 X ) X 4) 13.8 S 

Half the passengers enter and leave (14.4 X 1.2) 17.3 S 

So the time between aniving in the entrance hall and getting out at the 
desired kvel is on average 16 + 46 = 62 seconds. The manufacturer can 
now quote this figure of merit to the customer. Any alterations to the 
quoted installation can be a s d  in the same way by a fairly rational 
analysis. Changes in lift size, spcad and acceleration can be judged by 
their eRcct. Faster or larger lifts wuld be tried on paper against those 
proposed above. The products of one manufactum can be judged against 
another on the basis of a predicted performana, for this is what mcchanica 
is about - the prediction of mechanical performana. 

So h r  I have simply mumed reasonably typical values of velocity and 
acceleration It is obvious that the lift wold be speeded up and its service 
improved by increasing the rated speed and the acceleration What m 
the limits to this? We saw that if the mtcd spcad was set too high it 
might not always be nachcd if the interfloor distanced w m  small. Large 
~calerations and dealerations to compensate for tthis wuld make the 
equipment too expensive. What about the eRcct on people who use the 
lift? Velocity itself has no eRect on people travelling in a cl& compart- 
ment such as a lift, for we have no means in our bodies of detecting 
it. However, suppasc the velocity altcls, mcaning that accckration or 
dealeration occurs. Then, by the inexorable laws of mechanics the form 
on and within the body must change. This can oausc sensations, discom- 
fort and m pain or injury. A thin person fctls it in the small ofthe back. 
For stouter folk the ankle8 suffer first. The acceptable limit of comfort for 
a lift is a sustained acceleration of 1.5 m S-=, and in our calculations we 
have not exacded this. There is, however, another Limit, that of 'jerk: In 
Block 1 we d c W  jerk as the rate of change of accckration with time. 
having S1 units of m S-'. 

To explain the jerk limit it h usditl to look at graphs depicting the h- 
matics. Figure qa) show what we have done so far. Constant accelem- 
tion for 1.67 seconds is foUowcd by a period of zero ~ ~ ~ ~ I e r a t i o n  for 0.55 
seconds while the lift nina at rated speed. F i y  a dderation for 1.67 
seconds brings the lift to rat. The distance coved  is the intdoor die 
tance of 3.33 m. Notia how integration of the constant acceleration 
bstwccn t = 0 and t = 1.67 seconds gives a linear incmsc of velocity. 



Velocity nmains constant when the aocc1mtion is zero. Integration of 
the linear change of velocity gives a curved graph for displacemat, but 
displacement varies linearly whcn velocity is constant In summary, each 
graph is the integral of the one above. The integration can be achieved 
by calculus or by counting the squares under the profiles. 

Now what would a passenger expcricna in a lift that had the behaviour 
of Figure 6(a)7 The human body, like any smcture, is an assembly of 
materid with mass and stihws, The aia~plest theoretical modcl that might 
have any bearing on this problem is our idealized onea&cs~ plus one  
mass system of Figure 7. The figure shows the condition under which 
the mass will keep a ateady position relative to the lift (constant spring 
extension). If the accckration changes then the mass is caught 'out of 
position'. In fact it is like nlcasing it from a nonzquilibrium position 
whcn v = 0. It will vibrate. The overshoot can be enough to break a spring 

The same aort of thing can happen to our bodiek They alao haw the 
that would have survived the smooth application of the tension mg + ma. l - W 1- W + m 

W e-- 0 - M  
additional handicap that our muscles take time to nrpond to signals from k C 

the brain. - 7  
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Figure 9 Acceleralion projiles 

This is whm we nced to consider the juk, the rate of change of acalrro- 
tioa h our cxampk, it is extremely largc ( i t e  in the model) at t = 0, 
t - 1.67 seconds, ctc. Expcricna of building and operating lifts show8 
that, far h m  tolerating in5nite jerk, people nced the rate of change of 
awleration to be kept below 2 m (note the units) or diswmfort is the 
consequence. Figure 6(b) shows the kinematics of a lift motion based on 
this jerk limit of 2m a-=. The acceleration rises Linearly to 1 . 5 r n ~ - ~  
instead of being a constant 0.9 m The clapad time between floors is 
almost the same. Tbe full analysis by means of equations is not given hcn, 
but it is quite easy to check by graphical integration (counting the sq- 
in the area below each profile) that each graph is the result of integration 
of the one above it. The intdoor distena of 3.33 m h corned in approx- 
imately the same time .(I under constant awleration, 60 the two stts of 
characteristics can be compared. Notia how similar the two cwes of 
displcrcnent appear to be, and yet how different are thoclt of velocity and 
a d m t i o n .  

In modern lifts them kinematic parameters m controlled electronically 
on the basis of continuous msiag. For research purpoaea, and for con- 
finuing the performance of a lift instdlation, d t i v e  clcakrometcrs can 
be plaad in a Lift to obtain a recording showing the variation of accelera- 
tion. Figure 8 shows measured velocity and awleration CUNCII for a 'con- 
stant jerk' lift. Thc awlcration p p h s  of Figure9 show one trace 
measured on a wen adjusted lift and several traas h badly adjusted 
ones. 




